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Abstract
High pressure sodium lamp is widely used for street and public lighting in many countries including Egypt. It is traditionally
connected to the AC mains through electromagnetic ballast. Electronic ballast for high pressure sodium lamp has reached a matured
technological state and it is outperforming electromagnetic ballast in almost all operational aspects. Differentiating both ballasts
from a technical perspective has been presented in great detail by the authors in a previous paper. Due to the current critical
shortage of electrical energy supply in Egypt; top executives seek alternatives to mitigate the crisis of electricity shortage. Among
these alternatives is a national plan to replace magnetic ballasts with electronic ballasts for public lighting applications. Replacing
conventional electromagnetic ballast with electronic ballast is associated with high capital investment due to high cost of such
devices. The objective of this study is to outlay a systematic approach to define the threshold price of electronic ballast which
assures the economical feasibility of such plan. In doing this, the economical aspects of replacing electromagnetic ballasts with
electronic ballast on a national scale in Egypt are analyzed and presented.
© 2015 Electronics Research Institute (ERI). Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1.  Introduction
HPS lamps offer distinguished lighting performance compared to other alternatives. HPS lamps have long operating
life, high luminous efficiency and rich light spectrum (Sincero et al., 2005). Therefore, HPS lamps are widely used
worldwide for high bay industrial and street lighting applications. Most street & public lighting in Egypt are based on
HPS lamps fed through magnetic ballasts.
In general, ballasts are necessary to connect high pressure sodium (HPS) lamp to the AC mains to limit the lamp’s cur-
rent upon starting the electrical discharge. Electromagnetic ballasts have been traditionally used; these electromagnetic
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
ηf feeder efficiency
CRG BL capital value of released generation capacity due to ballast loss removal
CRG FL capital value of released generation capacity due to feeder loss removal
CRG PF capital value of released generation capacity due to unity power factor operation of lighting load
A.L.T.B average life time of electronic ballast
A.L.T.p average life time of a power plant
C1 kW weighted average cost of 1 kW capacity US$
CB conventional ballast
D  no. of days/year
EB electronic ballast
FL  total feeder power losses in Watt
FLCB losses of feeder with CB
FLEB losses of feeder with EB
FLi feeder power losses in Watt in individual phases i  = a, b and c
FLS feeder loss saving percent
ICB current drawn by lamp/CB
IEB current drawn by lamp/EB
Ii currents of the thirteen sectors enclosed between poles in each phase
NCB-exist no. of existing conventional ballast for 250 W HPS lamps
NEB-new no. of new electronic ballast for 250 W HPS lamps
Pa power consumed by the assembly of the lamp and the ballast
Pf1 direct feeder loss per lamp
Pl direct ballast power loss/lamp
Pr international price/kWh in US$
Ri resistances of the thirteen sectors enclosed between poles in each phase
Sﬂ saving of feeder loss
SPl saving of direct ballast power loss
top operational hours/day
VACB volt–ampere of conventional ballast
VAEB volt–ampere of electronic ballast
VAs volt–ampere saving
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Tallasts are characterized by many drawbacks. They are bulky, heavy and they are always sources of electromagnetic
mission and audible noise due to their structure of laminated steel magnetized by low frequency (50–60 Hz) mains.
ost important, their efficiency is low and they exhibit poor voltage regulation where small changes in supply voltage
ead to wide changes in lamp illumination (Mansour and Arafa, December 2014).
Public lighting costs the Egyptian government a wealth annually (Egyptian, 2001/2002; Egyptian, 2002/2003;
gyptian, 2003/2004; Egyptian, 2004/2005; Egyptian, 2005/2006; Egyptian, 2006/2007; Egyptian, 2007/2008;
gyptian, 2008/2009; Egyptian, 2009/2010; Egyptian, 2010/2011; Egyptian, 2011/2012). Two main factors contribute
o elevating this cost; the first and the most important is the low efficiency of the magnetic ballasts used for feeding the
PS lamps, the second is the large portion of installed generation capacity that is kept idle due to the low power factor
haracterizing magnetic ballast system (Mansour and Arafa, December 2014). This idle capacity can be otherwise uti-
ized more economically for feeding active power to other loads. Low power factor indeed diminishes the distribution
eeders’ efficiency serving the lighting loads due to large reactive currents circulation (I2R  losses).In this regard, an energy saving system like electronic ballast is highly recommended for effective cost reduction.
o this end, an objective study of the economical feasibility is necessary to identify the facts.
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This paper introduces a systematic approach to quantify the economical impacts of massive replacement of magnetic
ballasts with electronic ballasts and yet differentiate between existing installations and future developments.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 has the introduction. Section 2 revisits the technical facts concerning
the performance of both magnetic and electronic ballast. Section 3 presents the economical analysis in detail while
differentiating existing installation and new lighting installations. Finally, Section 4 has the conclusions.
2.  Comparative  performance  facts
In a recent paper of the authors (Mansour and Arafa, December 2014), many operational aspects of a 250 W HPS
lamp fed individually through average quality commercial magnetic and electronic ballast has been thoroughly studied
and presented. Some of these performance issues are represented here. As for the active power at the supply terminal,
Fig. 1 shows the total power at the supply terminals for a 250 W HPS lamp fitted with electronic ballast (EB), magnetic
conventional ballast (CB), and CB with power factor correction capacitor. It is clear that upon warming up, the EB
system is drawing the least power of the three alternatives. Taking into consideration that EB offers a shorter warm-up
period (lower wattage loss) and brighter illumination, it is obvious that EB is the most efficient choice looking on the
consumption at the feeding point.
Fig. 2 shows that the total volt–ampere drawn from the source starts at 128 VA and ends with 278.2 VA for a lamp
fitted with an EB, but for the CB without PFC it starts at 834 VA and ends at 678 VA at steady state. As for CB fitted
with power factor correction capacitor the total apparent power is reduced at starting to be 350 VA and decreases to
324 VA at steady state.
Fig. 3 focuses on the losses of the ballast alone. It shows that the power loss of the EB is less than that of the CB. For
EB the power loss at starting is 23 W and stabilizes to 16.3 W at steady state. As for CB, the loss is higher at starting
and begins at 47.6 W and at steady state it stabilizes to 35.6 W. CB dissipates more than double the losses of the EB for
the same useful output. Thus, if Pl represents the steady state direct ballast loss that can be avoided if CB is replaced
by EB, then:
Fig. 1. Power drawn measured at the supply point for both CB and EB.
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Fig. 2. Apparent power at the supply terminals.
Fig. 3. Power losses comparison.
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Pl =  Ploss CB −  Ploss EB =  35.6 −  16.3
Pl =  19.3 W
(1)
Here we need to mention that most CBs are initially fitted with power factor correction capacitor. The performance
of the capacitor degrades over time due to aging. Hence, the life-long startup volt–ampere of a HPS lamp fitted with CB
and power factor correction capacitor is on average somewhere between a best of 350 and a worst of 834 VA (average
is 592 VA) and continuous operation volt–ampere is somewhere between 324 VA and 678 VA (average is 501 VA, this
is 2.28 A @ 220 V) compared to 128 VA and 278 VA (278 VA corresponds to 1.26 A @ 220 V) for EB respectively.
The comparative VA ratios are 462% on startup and 243% (for continuous operation) respectively.
Thus, a direct volt–ampere saving (VAs) at continuous operation at the load point is as in Eq. (2)
VAs =  VACB −  VAEB (2)
So the saving at the continuous operation is 501–278 = 223 VA per lamp can be realized by replacing CB with EB
(i.e. VAs = 223 VA).
This has two operational consequences and a sizing consequence that is to be considered during feeder circuit design
in the case of CB, the first operational consequence is a startup current surge when a feeder is switched on. This surge
leads to additional losses in the feeder and in the ballast as well. It can also disturb nearby loads through temporal
voltage reduction. This kind of losses is proportional with the number of switching operations that is normally high
due to load shedding operations intensively utilized in Egypt in this time.
The second is an increased VA consumption that is persistent during steady state operation. This leads to circulating
greater current magnitudes in the feeders which results in conduction losses. Such losses would be avoided if EB is
alternatively used.
These two consequences clearly reduce the overall efficiency of the ballast and the feeder systems considerably.
The sizing impact is an increase in the conductor cross section of the feeder to withstand the large current associated
with low power factor. It is a common practice to design a feeder on the worst case loading in which the power factor
correction device is out of service. Normally a 3 ×  25 + 16 mm2 copper cable is used in lighting feeders where poles
are placed 25.6 m apart such that 39 poles are installed in each kilometer. For a commercial 25 mm2 copper core, the
resistance is 0.87 /km (Al-Doha Cables, in press). A 250 W lamp fed through EB assembly draws 1.26 A in steady
state, while the assembly composed of the same lamp fed by CB draws an average life time current of 2.28 A in steady
state as deduced from Fig. 2.
For existing installations, since feeder losses are proportional to lamp current squared, a direct saving in feeder
losses that is given by Eq. (2) can be easily achieved just by replacing CB with EB
FLS  = (FLCB −  FLEB)
FLCB
= (I
2
CB −  I2EB)
I2CB
(3)
For continuous operation, the currents of both conventional ballast and electronic ballast are ICB = 2.282 A and IEB
1.262 A respectively.So the feeder loss saving is FLS  = 69.4%.
Looking at Fig. 4 shown above, there are 39 fixtures staggered on a three phase feeder whose length is 1 km such that
the distance between two adjacent fixtures is L′ = 1000/39 = 25.6 m. In cases of using CB and EB, simple calculations
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Fig. 5. EB Feeder’s Efficiency versus percentage reduction in the cross section of a 3*25 + 16 mm2 cable.
f the individual phase power losses is given in Eq. (4), the total direct feeder losses is given in Eq. (5), and the feeder
fficiency is calculated as in Eq. (6).
FLi =
13∑
i=1
I2i ∗ Ri (4)
FL =
C∑
i=A
FLi (5)
Pa =  Plamp +  Ploss Ballast (6)
ηf = 39 ∗  Pa39 ∗  Pa +  FL (7)
Applying Eq. (4) shows that with CB (2.28 A), the loss of one kilometer feeder is 737 W. The CB assembly consumed
ower is based on Eq. (6) and referring to Fig. 3; the Pa is equal to 285.6 W (i.e. 250 W + 35.6 W). So the feeder’s
fficiency is 93.79%.
While with EB draws current equal to (1.26 A), and applying the same Eqs. (4)–(7), the feeder’s loss is 225 W, the
a is equal to 266.6 W (i.e. 250 W + 16.3 W) and the feeder’s efficiency is 97.88%.
Thus a direct feeder loss per lamp Pf1 can be avoided in existing copper feeder installations by just replacing CB
ith EB where Pﬂ is given by Eq. (8).
Pfl = (FLCB −  FLEB)No. of lamps/km (8)
Pfl = (737 −  225)39 =  13.13 W
For new lighting installation provided that same operational feeder efficiency of 93.79% (which renders fixtures
tted with CB) is to be maintained, simple calculations show that an approximate reduction in feeder cross section not
ess than 65% is possible compared with the cross section typically used with CB if the latter is to be replaced with
B. This is shown in Fig. 5 where the feeder efficiency of EB is plotted against different reduction ratios in conductor
ross section. According to this logic, reducing the cross section of 4 × 25 + 16 mm2 copper feeder cable to a cheaper
ection of 4 ×  10 mm2 copper feeder cable is possible.
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The PF at the lamp terminals for both CB system and EB system is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that the electronic
ballast operates the lighting system at almost unity power factor while the CB in life-long operation has a power factor
that is somewhere between 0.41 and 0.91. To simplify our analysis we will consider the life-long power factor of CB
equal to the mathematical average of these two extreme values; i.e. 0.66.
3.  Economic  study
The following data should be considered to analyze the economical impact of this study:
1- The current total public lighting load using HPS lamps with conventional ballast.
2- The historical trend of growth to forecast the future public lighting load for the new installation.
3- The estimated cost of adding 1 MW to the installed generation capacity.
4- The average international price of 1 kWh.
We will neglect the time value of money to simplify the analysis, however considering this time value of money
will positively shift our results into more feasibility because the positive impacts of replacement starts compounding
up immediately.
3.1.  Public  lighting  load  size  and  growth
Fig. 7 shows the trend of the annual consumed power in GWh and the real power demand in MW for public
lighting form 2002 till 2012 according to the annual reports of the Ministry of Electricity and Energy up to the last
published one (Egyptian, 2001/2002; Egyptian, 2002/2003; Egyptian, 2003/2004; Egyptian, 2004/2005; Egyptian,
2005/2006; Egyptian, 2006/2007; Egyptian, 2007/2008; Egyptian, 2008/2009; Egyptian, 2009/2010; Egyptian,
2010/2011; Egyptian, 2011/2012). The period from 2010 till now is apparently not reflecting the normal growth
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Fig. 7. Power consumed in public ligthing in Egypt through 2002–2014.
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he year.
ue to the political and economical unrest of the country before and after 2011 January 25th revolution, hence it
ill not be considered in the linear regression analysis presented in Figs. 8 and 9. Apart from this excluded period,
egressions with 95% confidence level shows that there is a steady growth rate of 366.6 GWh/year and this is reflected
s a growth in demand of 77.5 MW annually.
Based on the 250 W lamps actual demand shown in Fig. 1 (average 285 W) and assuming 90% overall transmission
fficiency (for feeder only, it is calculated as 93.8%), it can be shown that at 2010, the total number of existing street
uminaries that are using conventional ballast for 250 W HPS lamps were NCB-exist 4,691,900. According to the normal
nnual growth rate mentioned above, this number should increase by 244,710 lamps per year. If business is going as
sual, Egypt would have to install NEB-new = 5 ×  244, 710 = 1,223,550 new HPS lamp for public lighting by the end of
015 plus the existing 4.691 million in service. Therefore we need to discuss two issues individually, the feasibility
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Fig. 9. Linear regression of annual MW demand of public lighting load (period 2010–2012 excluded); MWy = 77.49 Y − 1.542 × 105, where X is
the year.
Table 1
Weighted average cost of 1 kW installed capacity.
Technology US$/kW @
USA
Technology % in Egypt
Generation Capacity
Corrected % Weighted
price US$/kW
Gas Turbine Combined Cycle Plant, 140 MW 1410 28.62 32.23 454
Gas Turbine Simple Cycle Plant, 580 MW 860 11.39 12.83 110
Oil-Fired Steam Plant (sub), 300 MW net 1540 22.92 25.82 398
Gas-Fired Steam Plant (sub), 300 MW net 1360 22.92 25.82 351
Diesel Engine-Generator Plant, 5 MW 630 0.98 1.10 7
Hydro Power Plant 11.21 –
Wind Farms 1630 1.96 2.21 36Weighted average cost of 1 kW capacity US$ “C1 kW” 1356
of replacing conventional ballast by electronic ballast for existing installations and the feasibility of using electronic
ballast directly for new installations.
3.2.  Cost  per  MW  of  Egypt’s  installed  generation  capacity
In Table 1; data of kW installation cost of different technologies is extracted from a report of the International Bank for
Reconstruction which is one of the organization of the World Bank Group (The International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, 2009), the proportions of the different technologies used to build the installed generation capacity
of Egypt is extracted from the annual report of the Egyptian Ministry of Electricity (Egyptian, 2009/2010) and this is
shown in Fig. 10. In Table 1 the column titled “corrected%” we adjusted the percentage upon omitting the share of
the hydro power plant as Egypt has nearly utilized its full potential of this technology (the last hydropower project
at Nagah-Hammady is in progress) and hence its projection on future installation costs is meaningless. The corrected
percentages are then used to estimate C1 kW of a weighted average cost of adding 1 kW to Egypt installed capacity such
that the proportion of different technologies is maintained. The estimated cost is found to be C1 kW = US$ 1356/kW or
US$ 1.356 Million/MW.
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Fig. 10. Proportions of different technologies in installed generation capacity of Egypt.
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Also, the 2011 prices of electricity in US$ around the world as published in (Commission Staff Working Document,
014; European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity, 2013; An Energy Pricing Strategy for
gypt, 2009) is illustrated in Fig. 11. It can be shown that the average price is Pr = US$ 0.195/kWh.
To conclude, a kWh that can be saved equals US$ 0.195 and each 1 kW generation capacity (that can be freed or
ade available for other loads) worth an investment of US$ 1356 investment rather than the down time required for
nstallation.
The approach we use in Table 2 is to look at the marginal costs that can be avoided by using the electronic ballast
o determine the maximum price of electronic ballast which results in an economically feasible replacement plan. We
ave two scenarios to consider, one of them should address the existing lighting installations and the other should
ddress the new lighting installations. The main differences are:
 The possibility to include the cost reduction resulting from replacing 3*25 + 16 mm2 cable with 4*10 mm2 cable
that is only valid in new installations.
 The possibility of saving the cost of the conventional ballast (which will not be purchased in case of new installation).
This cost is sunk cost that can’t be considered in case of existing installations.
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Table 2
Differential costs associated with replacing CB with EB.
No Item Saving/5 years in (US$)
Per lamp Existing installation NCB-exist = 4,691,900 New installation NEB-new = 1,223,550
1 SPl 89.3 418,986,670 109,263,015
2 Sﬂ 60.7 284,798,330 74,269,485
3 CRG BL 3.27 15,342,513 4,001,008
4 CRG FL 2.23 10,462,937 2,728,516
5 CRG PF 34 159,524,600 41,600,700
6 Cable saving Cost 9.92 N.A. 12,137,616
7 Conventional gear saving 20 N.A. 24,471,000Total 889,115,050 268,471,340
These two scenarios affect the extended amount shown in the last two columns of Table 2, whenever an item is
valid for a scenario, its corresponding amount per lamp is extended according to the total number of lamps considered
under that relevant scenario, and otherwise the cell is marked with not applicable (N.A.)
Some assumptions are made in the preparing Table 2 based on their wide acceptance as follows:
• We consider five years as average life time of electronic ballast (A.L.T.B = 5).
• We considered operational hours/day top = 13 h a day and 365 days a year in calculating the yearly operational hours
of lighting loads.
• We consider forty years as the average life time of a power plant (A.L.T.p = 40); therefore the investment cost of
1 kW freed capacity is divided by 5 (A.L.T.p/A.L.T.B = 40/5 = 8) to get the share per ballast.
• We use 0.9 as common power factor of grid connected loads to convert the freed VA capacity to a watt capacity
hence obtaining the corresponding generation capacity cost.
• We use international prices as reported by international authorities, local subsidized prices are not used at all in this
study.
The next calculations in Table 2 are based on the next terms and their equations as follows:
1. Ballast Life-long saving of direct power loss SPl is calculated as in Eq. (9), [Refer to Eq. (1)].
2. For feeder loss saving Sﬂ is calculated as in Eq. (10), [refer to Eq. (8)].
3. Capital value of released generation capacity due to ballast loss removal CRG BL as in Eq. (11), [Refer to Table 1 &
Eq. (1)].
4. Capital value of released generation capacity due to feeder loss removal CRG FL is calculated as in Eq. (12), [Refer
to Table 1 & Eq. (5)].
5. Capital value of released generation capacity due to unity power factor operation of lighting load CRG PF is calculated
as in Eq. (13), [Refer to Table 1 & Eq. (2)] #Common power factor of loads is 0.9.
6. Cable saving Cost Saving due to feeder cross section reduction from 3 ×  25 + 16 mm2 to 4 ×  10 mm2.
7. Saving the cost of the conventional gear itself (electromagnetic ballast + power factor correction capacitor).
SPl =
(
A.L.T.B ×  Pl ×  top ×  D
1000
)
×  Pr (9)
Sfl =
(
A.L.T.B ×  Pfl ×  top ×  D
1000
)
×  Pr (10)
CRG BL = Pl ×  C1 kW ×  No. of Ballasts (11)1000 ×  (A.L.T.p/A.L.T.B)
CRG FL = Pfl ×  C1 kW ×  No.  of Ballasts1000 ×  (A.L.T.p/A.L.T.B) (12)
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Table 3
Breakeven ballast price.
Existing installations New installations
Breakeven ballast price US$/Ballast 189.5 219.42
Table 4
GWh and MW capacity saving due to replacing CB with EB.
No Item Per lamp Existing Installations
4,691,900 Lamp
New installation
1,223,550 Lamp
Total
1 Annual Ballast loss Saving 19.3 W saving per bal-
last × 13 h/day × 365
day/year = 91,578.5 Wh
429.677 GWh/year 112.051 GWh/year 910.271 GWh/year
2 Annual Direct feeder loss saving 13.13 W per bal-
last × 13 h/day × 365
day/year
292.314 GWh/year 76.229 GWh/year
3 Released generation capacity due
to ballast loss removal
19.3 W 90.554 MW 23.615 MW 1379.069 MW
4 Released generation capacity due
to Direct feeder loss removal
13.13 W 61.605 MW 16.065 MW
5 Released generation capacity due
to unity power factor operation of
lighting load
223 VA × 0.9*
* 0.9 is the
conventional average
941.664 MW 245.566 MW
•
c
t
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e
c
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m
cPF of grid loads
CRG PF = VAs ×  PF  ×  C1 kW ×  No. of Ballasts1000 ×  (A.L.T.p/A.L.T.B) (13)
As for cable saving cost it can be calculated as follows:
 (920 US$/km for 3 ×  25 + 16 m2 −  533 US$/km for 4 ×  16 mm2)/39 lamp/km.
Also for new installation, saving the cost of the conventional gear itself (electromagnetic  ballast  + power  factor
orrection capacitor) is considered.
The totals indicated in the bottom row of rightmost two columns shed some light on the economies of scale of the
opic and answer our questions, as follows (Table 3).
Apart from rapid releasing of occupied generation capacity upon replacing CB by EB (compared to using the same
nvestment for installing new capacities in case of neglecting the replacement option), these breakeven prices virtually
esult in no-loss no-gain.
Electronic ballasts of good quality can be purchased from international markets at prices well lower than US$ 189.5,
ach 10 dollars below this price will result in a direct saving of:
4,  691,  900 existing lamp ×  US$ 10 +  1,  223,  550
× (US$ 219 −  US$ 179.5) new lamps yearly X  (US$ 219.4 −  US$ 179.5) =  US$ 95,  738,  645
It is thus strongly recommended that Egypt government encourages investors to build sufficient local production
apacity for producing HPS electronic ballast and to start a national replacement program that is well justified eco-
omically and environmentally. This will rapidly reduce the shortage in Egypt’s installed generation capacity in the
hort term as shown in Table 4.Table 4 shows that 910.271 GWh out of 7050 GWh consumed for public lighting in 2010 (as reported by the Egyptian
inistry of electricity) can be saved upon completing the replacement plan. This is about 12.91% saving in running
ost that can’t be overlooked. Also, about 1.379 GW of the 22.750 GW total installed generation capacity in the country
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(as reported in 2010) can be freed to feed other loads which represents 6%. Again, this should be carefully considered
should top executives seek a fast remedy of the current critical shortage in generation capacity.
4.  Conclusions
In this study, the technical characteristics that prove the superiority of electronic ballast to its conventional magnetic
candidate have been revisited. This superiority has been translated into monetary valuation to find the critical price of
the electronic ballast that counter balances the benefits and voids its economical feasibility. In doing such valuation,
reports published by national bodies like Egyptian ministry of Electricity and international bodies like World Bank
Group have been used to find acceptable and recent cost estimates of power generation installations of a variety of
technologies and to find the average international cost of electricity.
The study has answered the main question and identified the positive impacts of a replacement plan on the national
scale on reducing the annual cost paid for public lighting and in freeing some of the valuable MW unnecessarily
occupied by the public lighting loads.
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